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Let E’ be a functor from rings to groups and suppose q is a 2-sided ideal in 
the ring A. In many situations, one would like to define a “relative” group 
F(d, q) so that the sequence 
F(A, q) -F(A) --f F(A:‘q) 
is exact. Moreover it is clear from the anticipated applications that F(A, q) 
should depend functorially on the pair (A, q) and that the left-hand arrow 
should not, in general, be injective. 
Such relative groups have been defined, ad hoc, for many such functors 
F [1 , 2, 61. In this paper, we will describe a uniform xvay to define such 
relative groups which has the pleasant property of making certain theorems 
about these groups formal consequences of the corresponding theorems for 
the case (1 =: A-the “absolute” case. This construction and its formal 
properties are discussed in Section 1. 
In Section 2 we show that this construction yields the relative groups as 
previously defined for a variety of functors in algebraic K-theory. We also 
prove that various hypotheses on A carry over to certain rings constructed 
from A which are used in Section 1. Finally, in Section 3 we give examples of 
theorems of algebraic K-theory whose relative versions, using the theory of 
Sections 1 and 2, follow formally from their absolute versions. 
I. RELATIVE FCNCTORS OF RINGS 
An ordered pair (A, (-1) where -4 is an associative ring with unit and q is 
a two-sided ideal in A will be called a pair. If A is commutative, we will call 
(,4, q) a commutative pair. 
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DEFINITION 1. I. Given a pair (a, q), define the ring A(q) by the Cartesian 
square 
Thus A(q) = {(a,, a,) E A x iz 1 a, :c: a2 mod q> and p,((ar , ua)) = a, , 
i ~= I, 3. The diagonal homomorphism 
A : A + .4(q); a i-t (a, u) 
splits both p, and p, . Clearly ker p1 = (0, q); ker p, == (q, 0). 
Given a pair (A, q), we may form the semidirect product Zz 2 q, a ring 
whose underlying additive group is A @ q, with multiplication 
(a1 7 41k > 92) = (VP > wz + 41% -t 414%). 
LE~IMA 1.2. &4(q) is isomorphic to A ;( q under the homomorphism 
(a1 7 a*) - (a1 , 02 - 4. 
The homomorphisms induced by this isomorphism aye &((a, q)) =- a; 
&((a, q)) =z a + q; J(u) z (a, 0). 
Proof. The definition of multiplication in -4 2 q implies that the rnap 
above is a homomorphism, and its inverse is (a, q) rt (a, a + q). The rest 
is clear. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let G be a functor on the category of rings with values 
in either the category of groups or pointed sets, and suppose (A, q) is a pair. 
The relative group (or pointed set) G(A, q) is defined by the exact sequence 
C(P,) 
1 + G(A, q) + G(iZ(q)) -+ G(A) ---f 1. 
The natural homomorphism 
G(A, q) + G(l;) 
is that induced by pz : -4(q) - A. We zcill adopt the convention that any 
unlabeled map G(A, q) -+ G(A) is the natural homomorphism. 
1Vote. When iz is fixed by the context, we will often suppress it and 
write G(q) for G(A,q). This dependence on A is in some cases only notational; 
we say excision holds for the functor G if the induced homomorphism 
G(A, cl) - W-4’, q’) 
is an isomorphism for every ring homomorphism A -+ A’ mapping q iso- 
morphically to the two-sided ideal q’ w A’. 
481/19/I-ro 
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Excision is known to hold for the functor K, [2, VII, (6.1)], but not for 
Kl or Kz . A thorough discussion of the failure of excision for Kt and Kz 
containing many interesting counterexamples can be found in Swan [9]. 
The following simple counterexample to excision for K, is also due to 
Swan (unpublished). 
Let lz be a field, n a group, and let &If be a two-sided module over the group 
ring kr. Set ,3’ m: /&T 0 AZ, the semidirect product ring in which .II is an 
ideal of square 0, and let A ~-7 h (?,I MC =I’. Then the determinant map 
[2, IX, (3.10)] induces an isomorphism K,(A, M) a I + M IZ 121. 
According to [2, V, (9.6)], however, K,(A’, ~11) is isomorphic to 
U(A’, ;U)/[C’(A’), L,‘(il’, M)] and this group is isomorphic to the largest 
quotient of M on which r acts trivially. Thus if dl is not a trivial r module, 
K,(A, !lI) - K,(L4’, M) is surjective but not injective. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let G be afunctor from rings to groups and let (&q, (I) be 
a pair. 
(a) The map LI : A -+ A(q) induces a semidirect product decomposition 
G(A(q)) =- G(A4, q) k G(A) 
and the natural homomorphism G(Ag, q) -+ G(A) is G(A)-equivariant for the 
action of G(A) by conjugation. 
(b) The composite 
C(A, q) ---• G&4) - G(A/q) 
is zero. 
(c) If G preserves finite products, G(A, q) ---j G(A) is an isomorphism 
for q := A. 
Proof. (a) follows from the fact that A splits p, and p, . 
(b) The diagram below, derived from (l), is commutative and its top 
row is exact. 
P2 i 
GM-G(A/lll 
(c) If q = A, A(q) = A x A; therefore G(A(q) = G(A) x G(A) 
by hypothesis. Hence G(A, q) = G(A) x I m G(A). 
Convention. Henceforth we shall assume that any functor G which we 
relativize preserves finite products; this removes any ambiguity from the 
notation G(A) in view of Proposition 1.4~. 
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PROPOSITION 1.5. Let CJI : S ----f G be a morphism of junctors from rings 
to groups and let k = ker 9, c :- coker q~. Then k is a fuuctor .fronz rings to 
groups, c is a,functor from rings to pointed sets, and both preserce finite products 
if S and G do. Let (A, q) be a pair. The maps 
W(q)) -pT +Q 4411)) -,q’ d-4 
are split I)y d. ‘The sequence 
is exact. 
Remark. The proposition asserts that relativizing preserves kernels 
and cokernels. 
Proof. That k and c arc functors is a consequence of the naturality of cp, 
and the statement about finite products is clear. Consider the diagram 
It is commutative; in particular, the bottom middle square commutes by the 
naturality of p. Hence, LI induces the splittings stated in the proposition. 
Since the columns and bottom two rows are by definition exact, it follows 
that the top row is also exact. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 1.5, if G(A(q)) normal- 
izes p‘i’(iz(q)), it also normalizes @3(q). Thus, if c(,4(q)) is a group, so is c(q). 
Proof. An easy diagram chase shows that pS(A(q)) n G(q) = &T’(q). 
Since G(q) is normal in G(A(q)), the first assertion follows from the hy- 
pothesis. This implies that G(q) normalizes pS’(q), which suffices to prove 
the second assertion, in view of the proposition. 







is a commutative diagram of functors.from vings to groups, and let k, k’, c, and c’ 
be the respective kernels and cokernels of p and q~‘. Let (A, q) be a pair. 
(a) k(A(q)) - k’(A(q)) injective (resp. surjective) implies /z(q) -F k’(q) 
injective (resp. suvjective). 
(b) c(a(q)) -+ c’(A(q)) injective (resp. surjective) implies c(q) - f’(q) 
injective (resp. smjective), either as pointed sets OY as groups. 
Proof. Diagrams (2) are commutative with exact columns due to the 
naturality of S --f S’, G --+ G’. Th e injectivity assertions of (a) and (b) 
clearly follow from this. Finally, the maps labeled pi and p,’ are split sur- 
jections by Proposition 1.5, and an easy diagram chase using these splittings 
yields the surjectivitp assertions. 
DEFINITION 1.8. A functor G from rings to groups is left exact if, for all 
pairs (4 q), 
1-r GM q) - G(A) - G(AIq) 
is exact. It is right exact if 
G(A, q) - G(A) - W/q) - 1 
is exact for all pairs (A, q). 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let q~, S, G, k, and c he as in Proposition 1.5, and 
suppose further that S is right exact and G is left exact. Then there is a homo- 
morphism of pointed sets 6 and an exact sequence 
k(q) -> k(A) - WV4 4 4s) - 44 - 44l) 
natural with respect to (A, q). If c(A(q)) is a group, 6 is a group homomorphism. 
Proof. All maps in the above sequence except 6 are defined by the 
commutative diagram below, which has exact columns (by Proposition 1.5) 
and exact middle two rows (by hypothesis). The construction and naturality 
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of 6 and the exactness of the resulting sequence are standard (the so-called 
“Snake Lemma”; compare [2, I, (4.7)]). 
If c($q)) is a group, so are c(a) and c(q) by Propositions 1.4a and Corollary 




t t t 
scqi + -Sli’-“‘~“‘-I 
2. IDENTIFYING RELATIVE GROUPS 
Our aim is to use the formalism of the first section to simplify proofs in 
algebraic K-theory. To do this we must know that the relative groups, as 
usually defined, coincide with those obtained from Definition 1.3 and that 
certain hypotheses on a ring A carry over to A(q) (for any two-sided idea.1 (1). 
That is the purpose of this section. 
Throughout this section (4, q) denotes a pair. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a representable functor from rings to groups. Then 
ker(G(A(q)) %‘A G(A)) e ker(G(A) ---f G(A/q)). 
Proof. Since G is representable, it commutes with limits. Applying 
this to the Cartesian square (1) yields a Cartesian square of groups 
and it is a general fact about such squares, easily proved, that the kernels 
of parallel maps are isomorphic. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For each of the functors from rings to groups listed below, 
the relative group as defined in Definition 1.3 is isomorphic to the usual relative 
group (see proof for references): 
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(b) .A + d” (the nzultiplicatine group of ineertible elements of z4); 
(c) GL,, ; 
(d) I?, , the subgroup of GL, generated b-y elementary matrices; 
(e) GL -: lim CL,,, ; 
(f) 1: = liZ,, ; 
(9) h-1 ; - 
(h) the Chevalley groups, G(@, ); 
(9 W@, ); 
(j) the subgroup I?(@, ) of a Checalley group getlerated by elementary 
mipotents; 
(k) A-, . 
Pvoqf. (a) Follows from Ref. [2, pp. 369-70, 4471, where k;(q) is defined 
by the split exact sequence 
0 4 I&l ---f k;(il(q)) ---f k;(q) ---t 0, 
which is dual to the defining sequence of Definition 1.3. 
(b) Follows from Lemma 2.1, since il b-t .3* is represented by 
Z[t, t-l]; compare Ref. [2, pp. 22451. 
(c) The functor A :--f MJi3), taking a ring to the n x n matrices over 
that ring, commutes with Cartesian squares. Hence (c) follows from (b), 
since GL,(,q) = (Mn(iz))*; compare Ref. [2, p. 2241. 
(d) This is a special case of (j) below, compare Ref. [2, p. 2201. 
(e) and (f) Follow from (c) and (d), respectively, cf. Ref. [2, pp. 226, 
2251. 
(g) Follows from (e), (f), and Propositions 1.5 and 1.6, taking S == E, 
G = GL (cf. Ref. [2, p. 2291). 
(h) Follows from Lemma 2.1, since G(@, ) is a group scheme and 
ipso facto representable (cf. Ref. [5]). (Here A must be commutative.) 
(i) Definition 1.3 is the “usual” definition; see Ref. [6]. 
(j) E(@, q) is usually defined [2, p. 220; 5, 71 to be “the smallest 
normal subgroup of E(@, A) containing {e,(q) 1 01 E @, 4 E q}.” It follows 
from the defining relations of St(@, B) [7, (l.l)] and (i) above that 
ker(St(@, B) - St(@, B/b)) is the smallest normal subgroup of St(@, R) 
containing {x,(b) / CL E @, b E h}, for any pair (B, 6). Applying this to (iz, q) 
and (A(q), (0, q)) shows that the image of St(@, q) in E(@, A) (under the map 
St(@, q) - St(@, A) - E(@, A)) is precisely E(@, q) (“usual” definition). 
Since the semidirect product decompositions (Proposition 1.4) of St(@, A(q)) 
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and E(@, A(q)) are compatible, that image is also E(@, q) as defined in 
Definition 1.3. (If @ # A, , I ;Z 1, we assume A is commutative here.) 
(k) Definition 1.3 is the definition used in Ref. [6]. An alternate 
definition is supplied by Proposition 1.5. 
LEnml.1 2.3. Suppose (A, q) is a commutative paiv and mas(A) is a 
noetheriaz space of dimension a’. Then the square 
is co-Cartesian in the category of topological spaces. In particular, max(A(q)) 
is a noethevian space of dimension d. 
Proof. Write qi = ker p, , q2 = ker p, (cf. Section 1). Since 
A * A(q),+, = 4cl)iqz t 
it follows that max(A) may be identified with the closed subspaces 
Yq1) * V(q2) C max(A(q)), where we write L’(a) = {m E max(A(q)) 1 m 1) a}. 
With this identification we have 
max(A) u max(A) = V(qk) U V(q2) = V(ql f? q2) 
= V((O)) = max(A(q)), 
ma44 n max(A) = Vqd n Vq2) = v(q, + qB) 
= v((q, 4) = m=4A/cr), 
since A(q)l(q, q) w A/q. This proves that the square is co-Cartesian, and 
the other assertions follow immediately from this. 
LEnmA 2.4. (a) If A is right OY left noetherian (resp. artinian), then so is 
A(q). 
(b) If A is a jnite algebra over a commutative ring k and q is a fin,itely 
generated k-module, then A(q) is a finite k-algebra. 
Proof. (a) A(q) is an A-module via d, and is a submodule of the 
noetherian (resp. artinian) A-module A @ A. Hence A(q) is noetherian 
(resp. artinian) (cf. Ref. [2, III, (3.4)]). (b) is clear, since A(q) m A @ q 
as a k-module. 
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is Cartesian (in the category of rings without unit). 
Pyoqf. Using the criterion J C rad --1 if and only if 1 t- J ~ (1 + J)“, 
it is clear from Lemma 2.1 applied to -4 I-+ A* that the fibre product 
is an ideal contained in rad A(q). Conversely, p,(rad A(q)) is, by the same 
criterion, an ideal in the radical of A (; = 1, 2), proving the reverse inclusion. 
COROLLARY 2.6. If A is semisimple (resp. semilocal) then so is .4(q). 
Proof. Recall that A is said to be semilocal if Alrad A is semisimple. 
Hence by Lemma 2.5 it suffices to prove the statement about semisimplicity. 
Since a nonzero nilpotent two-sided ideal of A(q) projects to such an ideal 
in A, the semisimplicity of A implies that A(q) h as no nonzero nilpotent two- 
sided ideals. But we have already shown above in Lemma 2.4 that if =2 is 
right artinian, so is -4(q), whence the corollary. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A he an algebra over a commutative ring k. Suppose, 
for every III E max(k), that A,,, is semilocal and that ntA,,, C rad A,,, . Therz 
the same is true,for A(q), viewed as a k-algebra via the diagonal map A. 
Remark. The hypothesis is fulfilled when A is a jinite k-algebra [S, 
Lemma 1 1.11; thus the proposition follows from Lemma 2.4b whenever k 
is noetherian. 
Proof. The localization of (I), 
is Cartesian, since localization is an exact functor. Hence A(q),, is semilocal 
by Corollary 2.6, and litA(q) C rad iz(q),,, by Lemma 2.5. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we list several theorems of algebraic K-theory concerning 
relative groups depending on a pair (A, q). Following each theorem are 
references to results of Sections 1 and 2 which reduce its proof to the (often 
simpler) case cl L A. 
For unexplained notation and terminology, see Ref. [2]. 
PROPOSITION [2, \:, (I .I)]. Let f : -4 - B be a surjective ring homo- 
morphism. Then, for any two-sided ideal (-1 C r3, f induces a surjection 
E,(A, q) + E,(B, f (q)) for all n > 1. 
Proqf. It follows from Lemma 1.2 that A(q) ---f B(f (q)) is surjective. 
Thus the relative theorem is a consequence of Propositions 2.2e and 1.4a. 
The theorems which follow, as stated in Ref. [2], share this hypothesis: 
(A) ,!l is a finite algebra over a commutative ring k such that max(k) 
is a noetherian space which is the union of a finite number of subspaces, 
each of dimension <d < a. 
Note that (A) does not carry over to .4(q) unless q is a finitely-generated 
k-module (e.g., if k is noetherian). Examining the proofs of these theorems, 
we discover, however, that only the following consequence of (A) is needed: 
(B) Assume (A): Then iz satisfies the stable range condition 5X,,, 
[2, v, (3. I)]. 
The implication (A) =- (B) is a consequence of Serre’s theorem [2, IV, 
Sections 2 and 31 and it is only in the proof of Serre’s theorem that the 
finiteness condition on A is used. However, a careful reading of this proof 
reveals that the finiteness condition is invoked only to insure: 
(C) For every nt E max(k), A,,, is semilocal and m/l,,, C rad -‘l,,, . 
See also Ref. [3, p. 91. We conclude from Proposition 2.7: 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose k is a commutative ring such that max(k) Is a 
noetherian space which is the union of a finite number of subspaces, each of 
dimension id < 03. Let A be a k-algebra satisfying (C). Then fov any two-siided 
ideal q, -4(q) satis$es (C), and therefore both &A and A(q) satisfy SR,j, 2 . 
THEOREM [2, 17, (3.3)]. Let k, A be as in Lemma 3.1 and let m >, d -- 2. 
Then E,,,(A, q) operates transitively on the q-unimodular elements in A”l. 
Ailoreover E,,,(A, q) is a normal subgroup of GL,,(A, q) and GL,(A, q) = 
E,,,G% cl). GL,+,(A Co. 
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Proof. The “moreover” statement follows from the absolute case and 
Corollary 1.6, with S = E,,, , G = GL,,L , F : inclusion. The last statement 
follows from the surjectivity part of Corollary 1.71~. taking S L= E,, , , 
G == GL,,, , S’ == Ix’,,, and G’ rm GI,,., . 
Finally, given a q-unimodular vector (a I ,..., a,,,), the vector 
((1, a,), (0, a,),..., (0, a,,,)) is unimodular in =2(q)“‘. Now use the decom- 
position of E,,,(A(q)) as a semidirect product, Proposition 1.4a, to conclude 
the relative case. 
TIIEOREM [2, \‘, (4.1)]. Let k, --1 6r ns & Lemma 3. I and let m 1‘ d -1 2. 
Then E,,(,4, q) is a normal subgroup of GL,,,(A). 
Proof. It follows from the absolute case and Corollary 1.6, with S :- Z& , 
G = GL,, , q = inclusion, that &,(A, q) is a normal subgroup of GL,,,(A(q)). 
The inclusion .!?,,,(A, q) + GL,,,(i2) factors as 
&,(4 q) - E&J(q)) -f GL,@(q)) - (%,,W, 
where the last homomorphism is the split surjection induced by pz ; compare 
Definition I .3 and Proposition 1.4. Hence GL,,,(,4) normalizes &,,(A, q). 
THEOREM [2, 17, (4.2)]. Let k, A be as in Lemma 3.1 and let m G; d -1 3. 
Then GL&A, q) ---f K,(A, q) is surjectize, and the natural homomorphism 
G-LM qW,M cl) -+ &(A, 4 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. The relative case here is a consequence of Corollary 1.7. 
LEMMA (Whitehead lemma; [2, V, (1.7), (1.9)]). Let (A, q) be a pair. 
Then 
[GLW, GL(q)I C E(q), 
and consequently 
E(q) = [E(A), E(q)] y= [E(A), GL(q)l = [GW), Wdl. 
Proof. From the absolute case, Propositions 2.2f and 1.4a, we have 
W(A(q)), GWW)I n G-W C W-d n G-&d C -W. 
Since GL(A(q)) w GL(A) i< GL(q) by Proposition 1.4a, it suffices to prove: 
If M j( G is a semidirect product with M normal, then 
[M j( G, M i< G] n M = [G, M]. (3) 
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The inclusion 3 of (3) is clear; passing to the quotient modulo [G, 1111 
forces the image of G to commute clementwise with the image of Jf in 
,I1 X G. Hence the quotient extension induced from 
is a direct product, which implies the reverse inclusion and the lemma. 
PROPOSITIOK 3.2 (cf. Ref. [6]). Let G(@, ) be the simply connected 
Che~~alley-Demazure group scheme z&h root system @, and write S(@, B) =y 
ker(St(@, B) + E(@, B)) for any comvnutatiae ring B (cf. [7]). For my 
commutatiae pair (A, q), there is a canonical exact sequence 
L4s a consequence, the sequence 
f&(q) - K,(A) --f k’,(Ajq) - K,(q) - k;(4 - E=,(Aiq) 
is exact. 
Proqf. The first statement follows from Propositions 2.2j and 1.9. The 
(k:J , K,)-sequence is the direct limit of (4), for @ = A,, over the maps 
induced by A, C ALI, ; as such, it is exact. (For the case @ = A,, I > 2, 
it is not necessary to assume il commutative). 
ATote. Several of the proofs of Ref. [I] may be simplified using the 
techniques described in this paper. Applications may also be found in a paper 
of Bass and Roy [4], now in preparation. 
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